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Q1. Can you review how you navigate to the Writing Dimensions scores?  

A: The Writing Dimensions can be accessed by expanding the Writing Dimensions 
colored vertical bar (aka the accordion, in the far-right column) in the aggregate ELA 
reports. 

Q2. Do ISRs and Student Data Files print immediately? 

A: No, ISRs and Student Data  File  requests are  sent to your Secure  File  Center. From 
there  you may download and print them. Reports from CRS often contain Personally 
Identifiable  Information (names and SSIDs) that need to be stored securely if printed, then 
shredded when discarded. Please  note  that Individual Student Reports (ISRs) from CRS 
are  Unofficia l. Officia l ISRs can be accessed in ODE's Secure  Assessment Reports. 

Q3. How am I notified about receiving a Crisis Alert? 

A: You will receive an auto-generated email into your email inbox notifying you when any 
file  is posted to your Secure  File  Center, including Crisis Alerts.  

Q4. I don’t see the Cross-Sectional Reports option in my Features & Tools Menu.   

A:  You will need to be on the aggregate  reports page for a  specific grade level for a  
specific test to see  the  Cross-Sectional Reports option. Cross-Sectional Reports are  what 
ODE has historically called "Target Reports." These reports are  valuable  for 
understanding how your system is serving students because you can see  trends in target 
data . 

Q5. Where can I create Rosters?  

A: Users may create  Rosters in CRS or in TIDE. 

Q6. When creating Rosters, is there a filter by teacher option, or do I have to click on the 
students one -by-one? 
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A: There  is not a  filter by teacher option, however, if a  user has a  list of SSIDs for a  given 
teacher, the  roster can be created via  a  quick upload. The process for uploading Rosters 
is documented in the TIDE User Guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://osasportal.org/resources/manuals-and-user-guides/tide-user-guide
https://osasportal.org/resources/manuals-and-user-guides/tide-user-guide

